
Woomera Test Range 
Range Induction Declaration 

Inductee particulars 
Surname First  Name Rank or Title Date of Birth 

Employment Status If ‘Other’ specify Defence Unit or Employer Name 

Telephone contact number(s) Email Address 

Range access requirements 

Are you a temporary Visitor (eg, a visiting contractor, trial participant, etc)? 

If ‘Yes’, specify the required access dates? Start date: End date: 

Visitor reason for access 
Briefly describe your reason for Range access and include the WTR activity number (if applicable). 

Enhanced Acknowledgment from Induction Brief (Please Tick) 
1. Aware that you can be tested for alcohol and illicit drugs whilst driving within the Range?

2. Aware that the maximum speed limit for Range roads is 100km/h?

3. Aware that you must obtain WTR Authority prior taking photo's or video on the Range?

4. Aware any accidents must be reported via Sentinel or Sentinel Event Report (hard copy)?

5. Aware that there are many hazards found within the Range e.g. snakes etc?

6. Aware the Historic Launcher Area, LA6A and LA6B is 'Out Of Bounds' to all personnel?

7. Aware of which locations that are deemed Defence Safety Critical Areas?

8. Aware of what actions must be done if you locate suspected Range debris ?

Inductee declaration & acknowledgement 

The Inductee is declaring that they have completed the WTR Range Induction Brief and that they have 
personally answered the eight questions supplied above. 
The Inductee acknowledges that: 

• non-compliance may result in their removal from the Range, and

• the Range induction is valid for the calendar year submitted only.

Inductee Signature DateDigital signature or
scanned signature

v3.0
Defence's privacy policy can be found at www.defence.gov.au/privacy.asp

http://www.defence.gov.au/privacy.asp
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